General Practitioners in the Study Region
N = 1,126

Excluded, no training registration
N = 823

Randomised Practitioners
N = 303

Study arm A
N = 107 Doctors

N = 26 No training/no participation
N = 34 No patients enrolled in the study

Study arm B
N = 88 Doctors

N = 27 No training/no participation
N = 26 No patients enrolled in the study

Study arm C
N = 108 Doctors

N = 30 No training/no participation
N = 31 No patients enrolled in the study

Baseline
N = 47 Doctors
N = 171 Patient-Family member pairs

N = 51 Death/Institutionalization
N = 5 Drop-outs
N = 15 (P) / 24 (A) no data

Follow-Up
N = 100 Patients
N = 91 Family members

Questions 2 + 3

Baseline
N = 35 Doctors
N = 109 Patient-Family member pairs

N = 32 Death/Institutionalization
N = 3 Drop-outs
N = 10 (P) / 7 (A) no data

Follow-Up
N = 64 Patients
N = 67 Family members

Baseline
N = 44 Doctors
N = 110 Patients-Family member pairs

N = 44 Death/Institutionalization
N = 4 Drop-outs
N = 18 (P) / 7 (A) no data

Follow-Up
N = 44 Patients
N = 55 Family members

Red: in this manuscript analyzed data

Question 1